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Adventurer Captain Jack Sparrow (Johnny Depp) pirates in Caribbean waters, but his 
adventures end when his enemy, Captain Barbossa (Geoffrey Rush), after stealing his ship, the 
Black Pearl, attacks the city of Port Royal and kidnaps Elizabeth Swann (Keira Knightley), the 
Governor's daughter (Jonathan Pryce). 
Will Turner (Orlando Bloom), a friend of Elizabeth's childhood, joins Jack to rescue her and 
retrieve the Black Pearl. But Elizabeth's fiance, Commodore Norrington (Jack Davenport), 
chases them aboard HMS Dauntless. In addition, Barbossa and his crew are victims of a spell 
that condemns them to live forever and to transform each night into living skeletons. The spell 
can only be broken if they return a piece of Aztec gold and pay a debt of blood. 
 
From the beginning it is a fascinating film that manages to catch the viewer with mystery, action 
and not too much romance. The plot is great, the theme of the pirates I love, I think it is 
excellently exploited. 
I particularly like that it starts looking like a typical pirate movie, and that little by little we realize 
that it has important doses of fantasy, that achieves even greater action and emotion; And 
above this stand out in this style of films. It is not at all predictable, it has turns and surprises 
keeping always attentive to the viewer. 
The actors managed to enter perfectly in his character, obtaining an absolutely credible history. 
I can not fail to love Johnny Depp's characterization of Captain Jack Sparrow's character, 
because he is the kind of character that makes a movie primarily of action and adventure, also 
have touches of comedy that make the plot much more bearable. It is undoubtedly the one that 
brings the film to life, you could even say that it is the essence of it. 
What I can say that I found less favorable (it does not get bad) was the romance relationship 
between Will and Elizabeth, maybe it could not develop better, or there was simply no chemistry 
between the actors, I do not know what the problem was. Even so, that does not come to ruin, 
or even out, the good thing about the movie. 
Of course, in every movie the great villain, Barbossa, who did an excellent job in the 
antagonist's skin, can not miss. 
Not to mention that the setting, stage, lighting and music manage to make the great scenes that, 
together with the performance of these actors, generate a film that I particularly delighted. To 
highlight is also the dress, makeup and visual effects, which contribute to the realism in the plot. 



The dialogues are very clever and able to keep entertaining even situations where there is not 
too much action, or even in battle scenes, so they are not boring these either. 
Regarding the end, honestly, the first time I saw it, I thought it was a single movie. I would never 
have imagined that it was a saga, since it ends well closed, something that at least I like. I think 
it's a film that innovated on the subject of pirates and that it obtained a great success well 
deserved. 
What can I say that has not already said? I love this movie, it's perfect for me. He has what he 
has to have a movie to catch me, everything he owns and the way he is presented together, 
manages to enter the world of these pirates of the Caribbean and become a fan of the 
adventures of Jack Sparrow. 
 


